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This study investigates how Chinese developers responded to the
changing patterns of investment in residential real estate in
Sydney since 2010. The analysis also outlines the key lessons for
cities around the world with high levels of Chinese foreign buyers
and developers, which may experience a similar foreign real
estate investment decline as a result of changing dynamics in
domestic real estate markets, changes in China, and/or wider
changes in the global economy or other key global events. Unlike
Chinese individual foreign real estate investors who largely exited
the real estate market after 2017, Chinese property developers
remained committed to the domestic market in Australia. As
such, this analysis is framed by a period of individual foreign capital withdrawal and is focused on foreign developers rather than
individual foreign real estate investors. The paper argues that
focusing on the actions of foreign developers in a domestic real
estate market is important because the organisational structure
and business practices of foreign developers can be vastly different to those of domestic developers. The analysis shows that
since 2017 Chinese developers responded in two ways to the
changing residential real estate market in Sydney: (1) they revised
their sales strategies to target different customer groups; and/or
(2) they changed their building practices.
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Introduction
“I’ll tell you a secret, a large Chinese developer set a A$400million foreign sales target in
2018, but only achieved A$15million. Their marketing director has been dismissed by
head office.” (CD-MS-01: Development manager, medium-scale Chinese developer,
8/2019)

After a spectacular increase in individual foreign residential real estate investment in
Australia, which began in earnest in about 2010, starting at A$6 billion, and grew to
A$29 billion in 2016, the market saw an equally dramatic decline down to A$5 billion
in 2019 (FIRB, 2010–2020). Chinese property developers in Australia were confronted
with slowing sales, but unlike Chinese individual real estate investors, who largely
exited the Australian real estate market, Chinese developers appeared to commit
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themselves to the domestic Australian market. In fact, apartment construction for
Chinese developers operating in Australia is predicted to increase over the coming
decade (Knight Frank Research, 2019). Yet, Chinese developers’ land holdings, some
of which they had acquired during the foreign investment ‘boom’, and their projects
that were under construction, were exposing some Chinese developers to unexpected risks.
These developers were operating in a development landscape framed by the withdrawal of individual foreign capital, particularly from China, which was further compounded by a slowing domestic real estate market. Much analysis of foreign real
estate investment in Sydney is focused on the actions of foreign investors when foreign capital flows are increasing in a particular market. This analysis is framed by a
period of foreign capital withdrawal and is focused on foreign developers rather than
individual foreign real estate investors. Focusing on the actions of foreign developers
in a domestic real estate market is important because the organisational structure and
business practices of foreign developers can be vastly different to that of domestic
developers. This study, therefore, explores the responses of different Chinese property
developers in Australia to the changing real estate market in Sydney after 2017. The
paper argues that Chinese developers are a diverse set of actors, but they often
responded in two ways, firstly by changing their building practices, and secondly
through revising their sales strategies to target different customer groups. The paper
explores real estate investment booms and busts in Sydney first, and situates this data
within the literature on foreign investment specifically, before outlining the methodological approach to exploring Chinese property developer responses to the changing
real estate market in Sydney. The second part of the analysis maps the broad contours of the real estate market in Sydney since 2010 and offers an analysis based on
the key responses of a diverse suite of Chinese property developers through this volatile period.

Situating Chinese developers in Sydney’s history of foreign real
estate investment
There is a solid body of literature on foreign real estate investment booms. At the
macro-level, the foreign real estate market is broadly influenced by the interaction of
capital markets, tax policy, capital flows and access to capital (Archer & Ling, 1997;
Barras, 2009; Laposa & Mueller, 2017; Roulac, 1996a). There is detailed work on the
foreign capital flows from one country or city to another (Grigoryeva & Ley, 2019;
Ho, 2020), or the intersection of housing and foreign investment policies at the global
scale (Liu & Gurran, 2017). At the city level, scholars have focused on the real estate
investment decisions of investors (Bon, 1989) or looked at the urban and neighbourhood effects relating to the injection of new foreign capital or the presence (or not)
of the foreign investors, and their vacant properties (Atkinson et al., 2016; Fernandez
et al., 2016; Ley, 2010). In Sydney, Wong (2017) shows how Sydney’s Chinatown
functions as a global urban hub through which foreign real estate sales are channelled, and points out that Chinatown has a concentration of Chinese real estate
agencies and services. There is work in Sydney investigating the cultural politics of
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foreign real estate investment (Rogers et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2017), and migration
studies looking at the role of investor visas and tax settings in attracting foreign real
estate investment (Montezuma & McGarrigle, 2019), or the intersection of education,
migration and real estate (Robertson & Rogers, 2017; Rogers & Koh, 2017).
Yet, viewed over a long timeline, cycles of foreign real estate boom and bust occur
periodically in Australia (Daly, 1982; Rogers, 2017). For example, there was a speculative boom in the Australian property market during the 1880s, with significant foreign investment coming from the United Kingdom. The 1893 banking crises in the
Australian colonies, which occurred on the back of the 1880s property market boom,
was implicated in the collapse of a large number of commercial banks along with a
general economic depression (Bordo & Meissner, 2005). British and Scottish foreign
capital more generally was central to the establishment, maintenance and development of the Australian colonies (Daly, 1982). Yet, land acquisition and property
investment by European foreigners are rarely mentioned in the mainstream media in
Australia, except, perhaps, in positive terms in the earlier colonial period (Sisson et
al., 2019). The activities of Asian investors, by comparison, have featured prominently
in media discussions about foreign real estate investment since at least the 1980s
(Daly, 1982; Rogers et al., 2017). With a growing domestic economy, Japan became
the world’s largest source of foreign investment capital in the 1980s. Hajdu (1999, p.
338) writes poetically about this time: ‘Australia is like a farm and foreign capital is
the water poured on it. The British and New Zealanders came in with a small watering can, but now the Japanese have come in and they have the whole Hoover Dam
behind them’. Japanese investors bought into Australia’s tourism and leisure industry
in the state of Queensland—they built golf courses, five-star hotels and other developments. The rapid increase in foreign real estate capital from Japan in the 1980s and
the equally dramatic scaling back of this capital throughout the 1990s led to economic, political and cultural conflict in Australia (Hajdu, 2005). Some argue Japanese
investors invested poorly, and many ended up losing money on their development
deals (Edgington, 1990; Hajdu, 2005).
Foreign investment from Asia re-emerged as a key policy and public issue in
Australia in the 2010s with an increase in the Chinese capital in Australian residential
real estate (Rogers & Dufty-Jones, 2015). Noting the cultural challenges of investigating foreign real estate investment hinted at above, namely that some investors are
more ‘visible’ and ‘foreign’ in the eyes of the media and public than institutional or
policy actors (Wong, 2017), foreign real estate boom and busts provide a productive
empirical window into a segment of the property market that can be hard to explore.
Despite the role of Chinese property developers in real estate construction in
Australia, little research has focused on the foreign development sector. As Logan
writes, ‘Much is written about land-use patterns, gentrification and world cities, but
little is said about land developers … .’ (Logan, 1993, p.36; also see Haila, 2006). This
is a key omission given property developers keep the circuits of capital flowing, they
are always searching for new development opportunities (Barras, 2009; Charney,
2001), and they deliver housing to the market according to their own schedule and
program of works, and thus they are key actors in real estate markets (Fincher, 2007;
Searle, 2016).
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Method
To address the gap in our understanding of how Chinese property developers
responded to the changing real estate market landscape in Sydney, this study draws
on 40 semi-structured interviews with key development professionals in Sydney.
These interviews were conducted with a purposely diverse cross-section of Chinese
property development companies or professionals working closely with these developers, such as architects, planners and real estate sales brokers. We conducted 20 interviews with Chinese property developer employees who were recruited from 14
Chinese development companies. Of these 14 companies, four were large-scale companies, five were medium-scale companies and five were small-scale companies. We
bolstered this data with interviews with seven architects, two property-development
consultants, three builders and eight real estate sales brokers.
For the purpose of this study ‘Chinese developers’ are defined as real estate development businesses working in Australia with formal business company links to
China. The three groups of Chinese developers noted above—small, medium and
large developers—were classified based on their employee numbers, annual turnover,
and total assets value (CNBS, 2018). Key development professionals were selected
from each group to speak broadly about their views of the changing market and their
company’s activities in the Australian property market. Three of the large-scale
Chinese development companies were at least partly owned by the Chinese government. These companies have projects in the United Kingdom, United States and
Australia, and each company has significant financial resources and borrowing power.
These large-scale Chinese development companies are also active in a wide range of
sectors in global real estate markets, often working across the residential, commercial
and hotel sectors. The medium and small-scale developers predominantly focused on
residential development only and had less financial backing and borrowing power
than the larger developers. We purposely recruited developers for this study to
achieve ‘developer diversity’ in our sample (diversity of company size, annual turnover, asset value, access to capital, links to China, etc.).
In addition to focusing on a select group of Chinese development companies, the
study draws on four key development projects being undertaken by some of these
development companies, all of which were either completed or nearing completion at
the time of the interviews. These projects were located in different areas of Sydney,
but all of which have historically been popular with Australian-Chinese and
Chinese immigrants.
The analysis used a qualitative thematic coding framework and process to organise
and analyse the qualitative data (Hay, 2010; Vaismoradi et al., 2016). Initially, this
involved the first round of basic coding using two themes, ‘the changing landscape of
the real estate market’ and the reported ‘responses by the Chinese property developers’ involved in our study. The primary ‘Tree Nodes’ were then split into ‘Child
Nodes’, which were used to sort data into smaller and more specifically defined
queues. For example, the child nodes of ‘sales decline’ and ‘changing customer base’
emerged from the tree node of ‘the changing landscape of the real estate market’; the
child nodes of ‘reconfiguring the target customer base’, and ‘amending building practices’ emerged from the tree node of ‘responses by the Chinese property developers’.
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As noted above, the selection of Chinese developers may not be representative of all
Chinese development companies operating in Australia. Producing a representative
analysis of Chinese development companies was not our objective. Rather, our objective was to collect a wide sweep of data covering as broad of a cross-section of
Chinese developer company types as we could. We were interested in diversity rather
than similarity. Thus, we coded the developer responses in the interviews with three
‘developer types,’ which became a further stream of data within our analytical framework.
Throughout the coding process, we continually returned to the data to check and
compare our interpretations of the transcripts with the emerging patterns we were
identifying (Vaismoradi et al., 2016). As such, there were also several ‘Free Nodes’,
which could not be classified into any of the existing thematic categories, such as
‘development mode changes’ or ‘labour force changes’, which we may report in future
research.

The changing landscape of the real estate market in Sydney
While the data on foreign real estate approvals and foreign capital flow in Australia is
patchy (Rogers & Dufty-Jones, 2015), it is possible to draw some broad contours
around the increase and decline of individual foreign capital flowing into Australian
real estate over the last decade. Other than the fluctuation of the value of the individual foreign investment in Australian residential property mentioned above, the data
shows there were just under 10,000 foreign residential real estate approvals in 2011/
12, which rose to 40,141 in 2015/16 before declining to 7,513 in 2018/19 ( FIRB,
2013; 2017; 2020). Due to Australia’s foreign real estate investment rules, which
largely direct foreign investment into new dwellings, about 74 percent of the post2016 decline is attributed to a fall of new dwelling purchases.
China was a key foreign capital source during the 2010s ‘boom and bust’ period.
FIRB does not provide detailed data about individual Chinese real estate investment
in Australia, but FIRB data on individual and institutional investment in residential
and commercial real estate clearly shows a boom and decline in Chinese foreign real
estate investment from 2012–19. At its peak in 2015/16, total Chinese foreign real
estate investment in Australia was around A$31.9 billion before declining to A$6.0
billion in 2019 ( FIRB 2017; 2020). Chinese investors spent A$19.4 billion on residential property in 2017, which was A$8.8 billion less than 2016. By 2018 Chinese residential inquiries were down 20 percent compared to 2017 (Juwai, 2018), although it
is worth noting China still accounted for a sizable proportion of real estate investment approvals in Australia after 2017. Thus, while the exact volume of capital and
approvals are debatable (Rogers & Dufty-Jones, 2015), it is broadly accepted that a
large amount of foreign Chinese capital was invested in Australian real estate from
about 2012 until this capital started to decline in 2017; a period we are calling the
foreign investment ‘boom and bust’.
It was also significant, at least for the Chinese property developers we interviewed,
that the domestic residential real estate market and the construction activity in
Sydney were also slowing in 2017. In 2013, Australian Bureau of Statistics data shows
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Australian housing prices had increased by 9.8 percent with a 15.2 percent increase
in Sydney. House prices continued to grow until about mid-2017, when, after twenty
months of consecutive increases, house prices either slowed, stalled or in some cases
fell in Sydney. Overall, Sydney’s housing prices declined by over 10 percent from
2017 to 2019 (Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS], 2019a). Thus, the individual foreign real estate investment bust in Sydney in 2017/18 was compounded by a significant slowing of the domestic residential real estate market in mid-2017. 2019 showed
some early signs of a return of price growth, however, this was further impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, which, at least initially, showed signs of
extending the timeline for a real estate market ‘recovery’. Though bank grace periods
and strong federal government subsidies (e.g., JobKeeper), Sydney’s housing values
dropped 1.2% from March to December 2020 with the onset of COVID-19
(CoreLogic, 2021). By the end of 2020, Sydney dwelling values were 3.9% below the
record high of July 2017 (CoreLogic, 2021). It is worth noting a post-COVID 19
‘recovery’ of the residential real estate market is well underway in Sydney, but this
recovery occurred after our fieldwork.

Views of Chinese developers about the changing market
In our interviews, Chinese developers noted the slowing in property construction
activity from 2017, as indicated by a drop in dwelling approvals, dwelling unit construction commencements, and the broader weakness in new home sales (ABS,
2019a). A rapid slowing of foreign investor demand for Australian housing combined with a slowing domestic real estate market in Sydney to create a particularly
challenging suite of real estate dynamics for Chinese property developers operating
within Sydney. One Development Manager, from a large-scale Chinese developer,
stated,
“The major influence on our company is a sharp drop in sales. Our projects’ customer
is mainly composed of Chinese overseas buyers and Chinese background Australian
residents.” (CD-LS-01, Development Manager, large-scale Chinese developer; 8/2019)

The interview excerpt above points to a finding that was common in all of the
Chinese developer interviews we conducted in Sydney; namely, that irrespective of
company size, the decline in foreign and particularly Chinese investment would
impact their property sales and their development operations in some way moving
forward. When we followed up with this line of inquiry with another Chinese
developer, with the question, ‘What are the reasons?’ for the previous strong
demand amongst Chinese foreign investors and Chinese-Australians, and the need
to change your business operations moving forward, this development manager
stated:
“ … maybe because of the location of the project, our company often acquired land in
new Chinese towns or in the suburb that Chinese prefer to live in Sydney, such as
Epping, Eastwood and Macquarie Park. Or it’s because we usually hire Chinese
background sales agents, and they market in the Chinese community as well as held
promotional events in China; it is important that the apartment is the kind of housing
product that is popular around Asia; I can say that 90 percent of our apartment projects
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are sold to Asian background people. Apartments located near transportation, shopping
centre and schools are in accordance with the Asians’ living habits.” (CD-LS-02,
Development manager, medium-scale Chinese developer, 9/2019)

As this quote shows, the visa or legal status of the investor (e.g., that they are a
‘foreign investor’) was not as important to this medium-scale Chinese developer as the
source of the capital of the buyers (e.g., that the capital was coming from China) or the
cultural identity of the investor (e.g., that they were targeting ‘Asian’ purchasers irrespective of their visa or residency status). Some Chinese property developers in Sydney
were heavily reliant on Chinese foreign investors and a wider Chinese-Australian client
base for sales, and they had landholdings and a pipeline of developments in construction to suit the assumed preferences of this ‘Asian’ client base. The projects being built
by Chinese developers involved in our study1 during the boom period were located in
suburbs that have historically been popular with Chinese-Australian and Chinese immigrants (e.g., Hurstville, Eastwood and Macquarie park). These Chinese developers had
this client base in mind when they were purchasing land in the lead-up and at the
height of the foreign real estate investment ‘boom’ too. Therefore, the foreign real
estate investment bust introduced two related issues for some of the Chinese property
developers we interviewed. First, any change in their ‘Asian’ client base, which they
defined as encompassing both Australian citizens and foreign nationals, would affect
their sales potential and, therefore, second, some of their current landholdings and the
price they paid for these landholdings might expose them to development risk.
Knight Frank Research (2019), the commercial research arm of a global real estate
sales company, reported Chinese developers had purchased more than 20 percent of all
residential property development sites that had transacted over a five-year period; 2014
to 2018 respectively in Australia. The peak of Chinese developer investment in residential
property development sites was in 2016, and while no causal link was suggested in the
interviews, it is worth noting the peak in Chinese foreign real estate investment noted
above corresponds with this peak in residential property development site acquisition. In
2016, Chinese developers collectively purchased A$2.4 billion worth of Australian residential development sites, which represented 38 percent of the total site sales in
Australia. In other words, Chinese developers and foreign investors were very active in
Australia’s property market between 2014 to 2018. A real estate sales broker who was
working on behalf of a Chinese property developer reflected on this period by saying:
“In 2016, we could sell 70 percent of one project in Macquarie Park [a suburb in
Sydney’s northwest] on the commence day [i.e., the first day of sales]. We didn’t need to
talk too much with the clients if one client was a bit hesitant to make a decision, there
were other buyers waiting. (RSB-04, Real estate sales broker, 10/2019)

By 2019, this sales broker reported the residential dwelling sales landscape had
changed dramatically at this location;
But now [in 2019], I have the responsibility of marketing another project in Macquarie
Park as well. But in one month, we’ve only sold three apartments and there are no
overseas buyers. The customers are mainly buying for their own use [owner-occupation
rather than investment]. For example, a Chinese PR [permanent resident visa] holder
purchased an apartment near their own house for their parents who are coming from
China.” (RSB-04, Real estate sales broker, 10/2019)
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Despite these changes in the client base, Chinese developers remained committed
to and heavily invested in the Australian housing market. While Chinese developers
have matched their 2016 Australian residential development sites by purchasing volume, they were reported to have purchased sites to a total of A$1.3 billion in 2018,
which was 31 percent of total site sales in Australia (Knight Frank Research, 2019).
In terms of the pipeline for major residential apartments in high-density developments—defined as having more than four storeys and over 25 apartments in the
major Australian cities of Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane—in 2018 Chinese developers built almost 11 percent of all new apartment dwelling completions (i.e., 5,160
apartments). In 2019, that figure rose to around 15 percent of all new apartment
dwelling completions (i.e., 5,440 apartments). Some estimates had put Chinese developers at over 20 percent of all residential apartments in high-density developments
by 2021 (Knight Frank Research, 2019). This significant apartment construction pipeline by Chinese developers hit the market as property analysts in Sydney warned of
an oversupply of apartments. As early as 2017, one bank popular with Asian foreign
real estate investors, Citi, produced a ‘Blackspot suburbs’ guide that listed ‘postcodes
with suspected apartment oversupply’ and reportedly imposed ‘tough new lending
conditions on high density ‘blackspots’ amid concerns a surge in approvals could add
to a large over-supply in hundreds of suburbs’ in Sydney and beyond (Hughes, 2017).
Furthermore, the data above only includes ‘Chinese developers’ with a head office
in China. It does not include, for example, developers who operate in Australia with
access to financial capital from China. Domestically headquartered developers with
access to Chinese capital are important in the residential development space too. For
example, to date, JQZ has completed 12 residential projects across Sydney with a further 1,000 apartments in three major developments under construction in 2019. JQZ
also has 3,000 apartments in four additional developments moving through the planning and approval process, the largest of which is valued at over A$1,000 million.
What these housing and interview data show is that the Chinese developers we interviewed had developed a pipeline of residential developments that were informed by a
somewhat unique set of development drivers. Some interviewees suggested that before
2018 they sold more than 50 percent of their apartments in any single project to Chinese
foreign investors. For example, in 2016, one residential development just a few kilometres
from the central business district of Sydney sold 50 percent of their apartment stock on
the opening day of sales through their ‘overseas purchasing channel’ (RSB-02, Real estate
sales broker, 8/2019). This developer, like some others at the time, simultaneously
commenced sales in Sydney (Australia), and Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen (China).
The data in Table 1 points to a reliance (planned or otherwise) some Chinese
developers had on Chinese overseas buyers during the boom period. Table 1 also
shows how little other Chinese developers relied on Chinese overseas buyers during the
Table 1. The projects undertaking by Chinese developers (until July 2019).
Location
Sydney (CBD area)
Macquarie Park
Ryde
Epping

Date completed

No. Of dwellings

Sold to-date

Overseas buyers

Estimated 2020
Estimated 12.2019
10.2018
2018

479
800þ
830
501

98%
70%
90%
94%

More than 50%
40%–50%
30%
25%

Source: Authors from data reported in the interviews.
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same period. But importantly, the marketing and sales managers also stated a significant proportion of domestic buyers were Chinese-Australians, and there were reports
that while these buyers were Australian, some of their capital was coming from China.
It’s reportedly common for Chinese-Australians to assist relatives in China to purchase
properties in Australia (Wong 2017). Therefore, the actual number of Chinese buyers
involved in these transactions might be underrepresented in the data in Table 1. One
real estate sales broker noted in the Epping project in Table 1, ten off-the-plan sales did
not settle and another 500-unit apartment development project had more than 30
apartments buyers that could not settle, which several interviewees suggesting was a
sign of the effects of China’s capital export restriction and the restrictions on bank
lending to overseas investors in Australia (Rogers et al., 2017).
The loss of this significant and culturally familiar customer base magnified the
problems of the slowing domestic property market for some Chinese developers as
they were developing their knowledge and development expertise in the Australian
context. Chinese developers were confronted with new challenges related to seeking
urban planning approvals (e.g., Design Approval and Construction Certificates) and
land acquisition in a changing market. Some Chinese developers had originally
planned to expand the scale of their operation but were forced to reassessing their
options in this changing market. The question of land loomed large in the interviews.
Some Chinese developers had purchased residential development sites to enter the
Australian residential market in 2013/14 when the housing market was ‘booming’.
Interviewees reported that some government-owned (state-enterprise) Chinese development companies were instructed by their China-based headquarters to initiate their
first projects in a short period of time. Surprisingly, a small number of Chinese developers reported in the interviews that they had acquired land ‘blindly,’ without enough
local knowledge of the local residential property and the local land markets, to get
their projects ‘out of the ground’. More broadly, a number of major developers
reported they obtained development sites at what they now deemed, in 2019, to be a
relatively high price compared to the real estate market. Working under the assumption there would be strong demand from Chinese overseas and other ‘Asian’ buyers
these developers were seemingly indifferent to the high cost of land in 2013/14. As
one respondent reported about this period:
“ … we could sell them out; though we have a higher cost compared to the local
developers. The market was in the situation of short supply [of dwellings], we could
mark [the dwelling sales price] higher. Our customers, who were foreigners, [were] also
not familiar with the Australian market and eager to buy. There was not much
competition, everyone could produce a good profit at that time.” (CD-MS-03,
Development manager, medium-scale Chinese developer, 9/2019)

Before the slowdown in the domestic market started to take hold in about 2017,
dwellings were in high demand and Chinese (and presumably domestic) developers
were confident they could sell their housing stock at high, perhaps even inflated,
prices. However, after 2017, Chinese developers were forced to critically re-evaluate
the economic viability of their landholdings, development pipelines and customer
base as the domestic market changed. We turn to the latter issue in the next
section.
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Reconfiguring the target customer base
Most of the interviewees reported they believed the contraction of foreign real estate
investment in Australia would not lift in the near future. Chinese developers who
were previously reliant on foreign investors reported that their approach to the
Australian real estate market must change. These particular Chinese developers
reported two key changes to their target customer base: (1) a shrinking and more
diversified pool of foreign investors, and the need to (2) switch from targeting investors to owner-occupiers.
As mainland Chinese investment declined, investment from other countries
became more visible, such as investment from the United States, Singapore, Hong
Kong, and India. The stagnant or even slightly depressed housing prices in this slowing market allowed the customers who had previously taken a ‘wait and see’ approach
to join the market. But, as one real estate sales broker pointed out to us,
“Actually, this part of the demand has always been there, the reduction of Chinese
buyers has made it manifest [more visible]. However, the influx of other foreign buyers
hasn’t helped to achieve a good number of transactions.” (RSB-07, Real estate sales
broker, 12/2019)

The residential sector had a modest rise of foreign investment in 2019, from
A$12.5 billion to A$14.8 billion, but it remained a fraction of the A$72.4 billion during the Chinese buyer boom in 2016 (FIRB, 2020). After Chinese buyers exited the
market, no single foreign investor group has been a dominant actor in the market,
and the foreign investor pool in Australia has shrunk and become more culturally
diverse. These changes are important because the interactions between customers and
property developers inform and shape property developers’ business strategies (Searle,
2016). Broad changes in the real estate customer base of Sydney meant that Chinese
developers had to reshape their business strategies to meet the needs of potential new
buyer cohorts. For example, some Chinese developers reported that foreign Indian
buyers were becoming more significant in Sydney’s property market but they preferred house and land package projects in the cheaper middle to outer-ring suburbs
of the city, which were different to Chinese buyers who preferred apartments closer
to the city, on key public transport corridors, or in established Chinese ethnoburbs.
Some Chinese developers hired development professionals with Indian heritage to
help them to refocus their business strategies:
“Our company was majorly composed of Chinese background sales [staff] and we
targeted Chinese investors. In 2017, my boss set up an Indian group in our company
and all the sales [staff] in the group are Indian. They are mainly in charge of some
house and land package projects in Western Sydney … In 2018, the sales winner in our
company was an Indian colleague.” (RSB-01, Real estate sales broker, 8/2019)

Thus, the changing customer base resulted in diverse changes within the development companies, as shown by the quote above. But, furthermore, a reconfiguration of
the cultural profile of the real estate sales staff and wider geopolitical events offshore
were also important to the purchasing activities of overseas investors. The interviews
were conducted in 2019, whilst Hong Kong was in the midst of a suite of anti-government protests in the city. Real estate investment from Hong Kong more than
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tripled from A$2.8 billion in 2018 to A$9.3 billion in 2019, with Hong Kong ranked
fourth in front of Mainland China (FIRB, 2020). One Australian-based sales agents
we interviewed reported property inquiries from Hong Kong residents were rising
with the escalation of the protests in Hong Kong city. They suggested that people living in Hong Kong were looking to ‘get their money out of China’ by investing in
property overseas in order to protect their family resources. Another Chinese sales
agent stated their Hong Kong clients were predominantly middle-class, with good
jobs in Hong Kong, and one potential investor considered,
“ … property investment like a transfer of family’s financial resources and a way to
prepare for their families’ future life in case Hong Kong’s security and the economy gets
worse.” (RSB-05, Real estate sales broker, 11/2019)

Seeing an increase in inquiries from Hong Kong, some Chinese developers did not
wait for this emerging customer to contact them. Rather, they created strategies to connect with Hong Kong buyers directly, including organising transnational marketing
events in Hong Kong city. One foreign real estate event in Hong Kong, and another in
Vietnam, attached 200 and 300 inquiries in a single weekend respectively reported one
sales broker (RSB-08, Real estate sales broker, 12/2019). Another reported,
“ We got 19 [real estate] transactions in a weekend [in 2019] in Hong Kong … The
marked price will be a bit higher in Hong Kong.” (RSB-06, Real estate sales broker,
11/2019)

The international sales teams in these development companies had staff with
Chinese (Hong Kong) backgrounds and connections, and they took advantage of their
cultural and business networks to advertise their projects overseas. Emphasising the
comparatively ‘affordable’ property prices in Australia and the high-quality education
system were common sales strategies, and these features were evident in these international sales campaigns too. However, the international sales teams also promoted a
stable political environment as a key reason to buy real estate in Australia. Therefore,
for Chinese developers and their sales teams the broader cultural and geopolitical factors were key to their domestic and international sales strategies and staffing decisions.
As the market slowed in Australia, the domestic housing customer base was changing too, and this required a shift in domestic sales strategy. A tightening in lending
and stagnant or slight declines in real estate prices in some suburbs of Sydney made
housing a more viable option for first-home buyers. In the state of New South Wales,
there are two schemes that financially assist first-home buyers to enter the property
market, the ‘First Home Owner Grant (New Homes) Scheme’—a cash grant—and the
’First Home Buyers Assistance Scheme’ (FHBAS)—a tax exemption. As a first-home
buyer, if the dwelling is valued at less than A$650,000 the buyer qualifies for government financial assistance to enter the property market. As domestic and foreign
investors left the market first-home buyers moved in. Some of these first-home
buyers were new immigrants who were purchasing homes after being granted a
Permanent Residents [PR] Visa.
“The market share of first-home buyers increased from 12 percent to 17 percent in
2018. A young couple bought a two-bedroom apartment in three months after they got
the PR visa. They made the decision very fast and they are lucky because they got a
good price by negotiation.” (RSB-03, Real estate sales broker, 9/2019)
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Housing data shows first-home buyer lending increasing by 14.7 percent in 2017,
as the domestic housing market cooled and bank lending tightened for both foreign
and domestic property investors (Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS], 2019b). A real
estate sales broker reported on this wider trend in residential property sales from
around 2018 in Sydney by saying,
“Before 2017, the housing market in Sydney was an investors’ market but now it is the
first-home buyers’ market.” (RSB-02, Real estate sales broker, 8/2019)

From 2018, Chinese developers were ‘ … introducing several products to help
first-home buyers better financial plan, save a deposit, as well as jump in the market’
(CD-MS-04, Development manager, medium-scale Chinese developer, 10/2019). For
example, when one developer commenced a large-scale residential project in
Bankstown, a middle-ring city of Sydney, the sales strategy was designed so that a
customer could purchase a two-bedroom apartment at around A$650,000, which was
lower than other new-home projects in Sydney that met the FHBAS requirements.
“We also target the owner-occupiers who are site neighbours. These customers are
familiar with our site location … what we need to do is to build the project a little
better than the other projects in this area.” (CD-LS-03, Development manager, largescale Chinese developer, 10/2019)

Thus, we saw a broad shift from domestic and international investors towards
domestic and PR and other first home buyers during the bust period in our interview
data. These broader changes to the customer base informed the Chinese developers’
built form development decisions and plans, which we turn to next.

Amending building practices
After 2017, the shifting customer landscape for real estate in Sydney started to inform
the built form product choices of Chinese developers operating in this market.
During the boom period, Chinese and domestic developers were responding to the
market demand for investor rather than owner-occupier housing stock (Raynor et al.,
2018), so they designed and built housing products with investors rather than owneroccupiers in mind. Despite its flaws, aligning product design to customer demand is
standard property developer practice (Leinberger, 1993; Roulac, 1996b). We detail
two key built form changes in this section, namely, how Chinese developers: (1) dealt
with their remaining housing stock with new design decisions; and (2) switched their
housing stock between different categories of real estate.
Each project in Sydney exposed the various developers to different levels of risk
and required a somewhat uniquely targeted response (Roulac, 1996b). Key amongst
this decision making was the question about how the developer would deal with their
remaining housing stock in this new real estate environment. For example, one highrise apartment project in Epping was settled in 2018, as average housing prices were
declining and the lending restrictions and foreign exchange controls from China were
implemented. Over thirty foreign buyers failed to close on their real estate purchases
during this time. In this case, the apartments remained with the Chinese developer
who stated they intended to place these dwellings on the private rental market rather
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than sell them, saying; ‘We have the capacity to hold assets through this downturn’
(CD-LS-01, large-scale Chinese developer, 8/2019). ‘Built-to-rent’ was emerging as a
property development ‘solution’ at this time, and this idea was quickly repurposed as
a pivot strategy for this large-scale Chinese developer, who, according to their company’s website, was getting ready for the future global market; they were one of the
first to delve into the North American market with first asset leasing (Poly
Global, 2020).
However, unlike the more capital-rich large-scale developers with strong borrowing
power, some of the smaller Chinese developers quickly confronted liquidity problems.
The small- and medium-scale developers often had to convert their housing stock
into capital to move their developments forward. In one case, a developer advertised
two small apartments at well below market rate as a promotional strategy, but the
market quickly fell below this discounted rate.
“Our project [is] located in Roseville, one station away from Chatswood, the average
price of two-bedroom apartments in our project is more than A$1,200,000. To boost
sales, we set two two-bedroom apartments as promotional apartments with a marked
price of A$990,000. Our selling point is [below others] in the area, there is no
[apartment] less than A$1 million apartments nearby.” (RSB-03, Real estate sales broker,
9/2019)

Most developers did not publicly state how they were reducing prices or providing
other discounts to address their liquidity problems. But some reported in the interviews, for example, they had paid the stamp duty on properties for domestic buyers,
and in some rarer cases, they had even claimed they had paid the taxes and fees for
overseas buyers. Some developers offered furniture packages as ‘a gift’ to motivate
sales. Free upgrades on interior fittings and other decorative features were offered in
other projects. One development manager stated,
“We commenced our first stage of a double-storey townhouse project in [the] boom
period, when we are in the bust market, we cannot markdown directly. Thus, our next
stage will [be to] launch single-storey townhouse with a much lower price”. (CD-MS-04,
Development manager, medium-scale Chinese developer, 10/2019)

Some developers also provided in-house services to assist buyers to address any
purchasing obstacles or barriers. One Chinese developer promised to build a wall
between a bedroom area and a living room area in a studio apartment, which significantly changed the floorplan of the studio. These types of in situ built form changes
were extraordinary, but nonetheless highly revealing. In this case, converting a studio
into a one-bedroom apartment possibly allowed the buyers to qualify for bank lending that was not afforded to studio apartments and changed the rental return
projections. In another case, a Chinese developer help to enlarge any under 45 m2 offthe-plan properties for free in an attempt to secure property sales—an internal dwelling area of less than 45 m2 is not approved for leasing. This developer reported,
although getting approval for changing the design from the council would be timeconsuming, they deemed the effort worthwhile to address their liquidity issues.
Considering Australia’s strict lending policy for foreigners, some Chinese developers
said they provided lending advice and even services to Chinese buyers to assist them
to finance a purchase. Irrespective of the developers’ capacity to provide these
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services, secure such approvals and/or complete these modifications, this shows the
desperate measures some developers were contemplating.
In other cases, where projects were still under construction, the developers decided
not to sell the housing stock at a reduced price, which they deemed might be a reputational risk for their company. Running with the idea that a completed project would be
more appealing to local buyers, who were moving away from buying off-the-plan, some
developers postponed their marketing activities. One developer said, ‘instead, the overexerted promotion campaign may give customers the feeling that our project is hard to sell … ’
(CD-MS-01, Development manager, medium-scale Chinese developer, 8/2019). This shifting away from off-the-plan sales to the more traditional build-and-sell sales model was a
significant switch for some Chinese developers who had become accustomed to selling
dwellings off-the-plan to local and overseas investors. To encourage customers to inspect
their projects and drive sales, one large-scale Chinese developer revived the long-established approach of interior design and lavishly stylising their dwellings. They stated;
“After 2017, buyers had more choice in the marketplace, and in this sense, it’s prudent
to showcase the apartments in their best light; buyers who walk into a fully styled
apartment generally feel it’s worth more.” (CD-LS-02, Employee, large-scale Chinese
developer, 9/2019)

A small-scale Chinese developer reported that they provided a free, customised
interior design service for their customers to ‘show respect’ to the different lifestyle
and design preferences. In the case, where construction had not yet commenced,
some developers chose to delay the start of the project and/or reassess their projects
entirely, with one small-scale developer saying;
“If I haven’t begun construction, I have many choices.” (CD-SS-01, Small-scale Chinese
developer, 8/2019)

One architect reported in an interview that a developer client they were working
for asked them to change a mixed-use architectural design. Under direction from the
developer, the architect reduced the number of residential dwellings to allow for an
increase in hotel floor space on a project, which was, surprisingly, already out of the
ground and had structural works reaching up to the fourth floor. Another small-scale
Chinese developer refused to sell his dwellings in the current real estate market
because of the high cost of the land they had acquired in the booming market. This
small-scale Chinese developer said he intended to retain the whole development and
rent it out through Airbnb; ‘It’s easy, I just install a password door lock for each room
and cooperate with a travel agency for management’ (CD-SS-05, Small-scale Chinese
developer, 11/2019). Thus, not only were Chinese developers changing their previous
architectural and interior designs in situ to deal with the changing residential sales
landscape, but some were also shifting between real estate modalities.
For the larger developers, shifting from residential to commercial product types
became a key strategy for dealing with the risks of the residential real estate market
(Charney, 2001). Unlike the foreign residential real estate sector, foreign commercial
real estate investment in Australia experienced a slight decline from 2016 (A$49.7 billion) to 2018 (A$39.5 billion) but grew to A$73.0 billion in 2019 (FIRB, 2020).
Chinese developers, particularly the larger companies, believed Sydney’s commercial
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real estate would provide a more stable medium- to long-term development option
than residential real estate (they could not, of course, have predicted the impact
COVID-19 would have on commercial real estate). There were reports in the interviews of a shift from residential real estate developments to developments as diverse
as golf resorts, hotels, and student or elderly accommodation.
One large-scale developer had already moved into the commercial real estate sector
with projects underway in the Central Business District of Sydney (and Melbourne).
Some medium-scale Chinese developers were aware of the diversification strategies of the
larger developers, but they said they could only ‘think about’ such moves because they
would need to develop the capacity for commercial development; ‘we are trying to negotiate with an agency to acquire an office building. I will retain the old building, earn rents
regularly and wait for a good opportunity.’ (CD-MS-05, Development manager, mediumscale Chinese developer, 11/2019). Off-loading and downsizing are well-known strategies
for dealing with a market downturn too (Charney, 2001; Logan, 1993), and some smallscale projects were traded between developers, who quickly changed the built form profile
of these developments. In one case, a developer talked, in retrospect, about the sale of a
development project as a short-term investment;
“There’s an eight-floor apartment project in Liverpool, Sydney, the developer sold the
project to another Chinese developer who decided to change to develop townhouses.”
(A-03, architect, 9/2019)

Interestingly, there was a reserved optimism in some of the responses from the
larger Chinese development companies, such as this statement,
“When a business is growing too fast, sometimes they have to take rest, do some kind of
correction to make sure they are still on the right track.” (CD-LS-04, Development
manager, large-scale Chinese developer, 10/2019)

Other developers still had confidence in the Australian real estate market;
“Sometimes a slowdown in growth was not a bad thing. This is why in China there is
some kind of adjustment underway. I don’t think it is a slowdown, I think they’re just
preparing for the next wave.” (CD-MS-04, Development manager, medium-scale
Chinese developer, 10/2019)

Most Chinese developers stated that, from a long-term perspective, design quality
and good construction were key to surviving in a stalling real estate market. In the
booming market, according to the developers we interviewed, some buyers were
investing blindly out of fear that they would lose their chance to invest. The slowing
market provided space for customers to deliberate on their purchase. They researched
the housing market and compared different projects to select the best housing product
for their needs. As the customer base changed and the market slowed, property developers increasingly considered and factored in the new needs of their customers. This
included, different housing product types, more flexible and functional layouts, lavish
decorative features, high-grade façade and lobby design, high-end public amenities and
facilities, and attractive and innovative selling points that would contribute to sales.
“ … we cooperated with local architectural firms with an enviable reputation who could
bring us two main benefits, first of all, the design quality could be guaranteed, and the
local firms are familiar with planning requirements and have ‘networks’ with local
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councils which could help to obtain approval efficiently.” (CD-LS-04, Employee, largescale Chinese developer, 10/2019)

Some Chinese developers were also thinking about new selling points by providing
kitchen appliances, upgrading finishes, and applying new technology in projects
which they reported were popular in their China-based projects, including smart
home systems, energy-saving designs and other innovative details. The slowing
domestic real estate market was also viewed by some large Chinese developers as a
good time to acquire more land.
In the downturn market, financially powerful Chinese developers purchased land as they
could negotiate with the owner and get a good price. Downturn market is a good time
for the large size Chinese developers’ land acquisition. However, for those small and
medium property developers who don’t have strong financial reserves, they had no
choice but to sell their landholdings at a lower price. (CD-MS-05, Development
manager, medium-scale Chinese developer, 10/2019)

But for the smaller Chinese developers, the slowing market and changing foreign
capital export rules in China created a challenging environment for their business.
China’s capital control rules blocked Chinese property developers’ development at both
the land acquisition stage and the marketing stage. It means that we cannot gain enough
finances to purchase land at the beginning of a project and the Chinese buyers who
used to make up a large proportion of our project sales have also found it difficult to
reach a financial settlement as well. (CD-SS-02, Development manager, small-scale
Chinese developer 08/2019).

Conclusion
On a global scale, significant global events, such as changes to China’s economy or
political unrest in Hong Kong, can simultaneously restrict and drive foreign real
estate investment into other countries. Foreign capital can switch into and out of a
real estate market relatively quickly and this can affect not only the domestic real
estate market but the development and sales strategies of developers also. While the
real estate market conditions and the regulatory landscapes might be different in various countries around the world with significant Chinese development and/or investor
activity, there are some more general observations to draw out of this study, which
might be useful to test in other countries, such as Canada (e.g., Vancouver) and
United Kingdom (e.g., Manchester), amongst others.
This analysis showed how Chinese property developers responded to the changing
real estate market in Sydney, Australia from 2017. Chinese developers in Australia
were confronted with slowing sales and a shifting customer base after 2017, but
unlike foreign real estate investors who largely exited the Australian real estate market, Chinese property developers remained committed to the domestic market. Some
Chinese developers were reliant on foreign Chinese investors and domestic ChineseAustralians for apartment sales and they had this ‘Chinese’ client base in mind when
they purchased land in the lead-up and at the height of the foreign real estate investment boom. The withdrawal of foreign investors negatively impacted these Chinese
developers’ project sales and exposed them to development risks associated with their
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current land holdings and development projects. For other Chinese developers the
withdrawal of individual foreign investment from China was less of a concern for
their business because they were focusing on the domestic market and investors.
Thus, while most of those we interviewed changed their building practices and revising their sales strategies, each did so in different ways.
More generally, dealing with domestic land price and real estate market fluctuations
and changing customer dynamics is a routine property development task that affects all
property developers; domestic or foreign, small or large, etc. However, dealing with a
land and real estate market that is more closely linked to the capital that is moving
transnationally between two countries was new territory for some developers. The withdrawal of foreign capital from China from around 2017 presented a problem for some
Chinese (and we would assume some domestic) developers, which was further compounded by the slowing domestic real estate market. The Chinese developers that were
reliant on securing foreign Chinese capital for their developments, either from Chinese
nationals or via Australian/Chinese circuits of capital, reported in our interviews as
being in the most development stress. In the more extreme cases, where Chinese developers had previously sold up to 50 percent of their developments to ‘Chinese’ investors,
they reassessed, with hindsight, their long-term development strategies and reported
that the relatively high price they had paid for their landholdings was now exposing
them to development risks. In some cases, the developers built entirely new sales teams,
comprised of a completely different cultural group, which allowed these developers to
target a new cultural community, either domestically or internationally.
A key lesson from this study is that Chinese property developers are an important
group of urban actors to study, but there is a significant degree of heterogeneity
within this sector of the development industry. Chinese property developers cannot
be grouped neatly together, and we found significant differences in the way each
responded to the fluid domestic and foreign real estate landscape in Sydney.

Note
1.

We note, again, that this may not be representative of all Chinese developers operating
in Sydney.
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